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I don't want to fight, Don't want to be afraid
I'm falling straight into you.
Are everything that i need right now,
I have fallen for you.
Turn of the lights 'cause you're killing me (Turn out the
lights)
Can't take the eyes that you're giving me (Can't take
those eyes right now)
We've hurt each other before, (I have fallen for you)
Can't take the pain anymore.
Turn out the lights 'cause i wanna hide, (Turn out the
lights)
I gotta know you are by my side. (I need to know right
now)
Don't wanna lose you now,
When we're so good together... (If you have fallen for
me.)

'Cause this time its for real,
'Cause this time its for real...

Falling into you, I'm falling into pieces
Just got to tell you but
I'm scared you wont believe it.
And one day I'll wake up to find that we broke up
I don't want that for you, I don't want that for me
I just want to stay here

I feel that its time to say three words to you
Words are all that i have.
Don't walk away girl im begging you (Don't walk away)
You gotta hear what im telling you, (Don' want to feel
no pain)
Don't wanna feel you're pain, (That's okay i got you)
'Cause i believe in you....
And i hope you feel it too

Falling into you, I'm falling into pieces
Just got to tell you but
I'm scared you wont believe it.
And one day I'll wake up to find that we broke up
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I don't want that for you, I don't want that for me
I just want to stay here
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